Abstract. The talent flexible training is a new type of personnel training mode. Bioinformatics direction is one of most important part of agricultural information. In this paper, we introduce the content of bioinformatics and analysis the meaning of the agricultural information talent flexible training mode, and make the course system and teaching model of the flexibility and balance of bioinformatics direction in the agricultural information.
Introduction
The characteristic of agricultural information is integrated information science and agricultural knowledge, the goal is to develop agricultural information technology research, application, and management of the complex high-level application of specialized personnel. Bioinformatics direction is one of most important part of agricultural information, and is an interdisciplinary field that develops methods and software tools for understanding biological data. As an interdisciplinary field of science, bioinformatics combines computer science, statistics, mathematics, and engineering to analyze and interpret biological data. Now, many scientific research institutions, universities and company need more and more bioinformatics talents to research and teaching. Therefore, bioinformatics talent training becomes more pressing thing. In this paper, we analysis the meaning of the agricultural information talent flexible training mode, and make the course system and teaching model of the flexibility and balance of bioinformatics direction in the agricultural information.
The Meaning of the Agricultural Information Talent Flexible Training Mode
The talent flexible training mode mainly based on social economy, science and technology requirement, training students for the future development of economy and science and technology of dynamic adaptation ability, in the teaching course system, teaching management has a larger group, selective and sustainable development.
The agricultural information talents training include three aspects: teaching management, training process and agricultural information talent's skills such as research, development and comprehensive. The flexible training mode is the flexibility and balance design of the three aspects. With building the suitable agricultural information talents training platform, we can optimize knowledge structure, reflect its subjectivity and individuality, and construct the open, multi role flexible teachings. In experimental molecular biology, bioinformatics techniques such as image and signal processing allow extraction of useful results from large amounts of raw data. In the field of genetics and genomics, it aids in sequencing and annotating genomes and their observed mutations. It plays a role in the text mining of biological literature and the development of biological and gene anthologies to organize and query biological data. It also plays a role in the analysis of gene and protein expression and regulation. Bioinformatics tools aid in the comparison of genetic and genomic data and more generally in the understanding of evolutionary aspects of molecular biology. At a more integrative level, it helps analyze and catalogue the biological pathways and networks that are an important part of systems biology. In structural biology, it aids in the simulation and modeling of DNA [4] , RNA [5] , proteins [6] as well as bimolecular interactions [7] [8] [9] .
Bioinformatics Direction in Agricultural Information
The talent flexible training mode of bioinformatics direction in the agricultural information includes making the course system and teaching model of the flexibility and balance.
The Course System. For bioinformatics direction in the agricultural information, the course system not only includes all core courses of bioinformatics, but also includes some main courses of agricultural information such as Agricultural Information Introduction, Agricultural Information Acquisition and Processing. The core courses of bioinformatics are General Biology, Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, Genetics, Computational Biology, Genomics, Proteomics, Bioinformatics Software and Database, Linux, Perl programming, et al. Then, Bioinformatics direction in the agricultural information needs many computer sciences and technology courses such Operating System Principle, Algorithm Analysis, Program Design, Database Systems, et al.
On the other way, the course system can be recognized as Table 1 . The Teaching Model. Combined with the characteristics of bioinformatics study and employment, the teaching mode should be set for and purpose; more emphasis on the practice link; in addition, graduation thesis should also be is obviously different from that of academic degree thesis, mainly for engineering. Culture needs to break through the framework of professional training, emphasis on integrity, broad and practical, theoretical and applied curriculum organically.
Module teaching is teaching resources module with excellent teaching methods and advanced teaching methods, theory teaching module needs to present biological information research in the field of life on the one hand to grasp the theory and methods of modern information technology, on the other hand to learn technology and management integration. The course content is the embodiment of the basic and advanced and scientific; at the same time, it has practical and interdisciplinary, and on this basis to highlight the guiding of the practice of the experiment. Then, through the practice base and the cooperative enterprises and institutions to carry out the training capacity of the training, in order to supplement the lack of practical teaching, improve their practical ability.
The Flexibility and Balance of the Course System and Teaching Model [10]
The course system and teaching model should be able to fully grasp the basic and advanced, comprehensive and cross, timely, accurately and effectively reflect the dynamic, realistic, combined with the practical needs of bioinformatics.
Attention to continue to extend the depth and width of the teaching, enhanced with the academic degree graduate student cultivation of discrimination, the implementation of flexible credit system; can increase experiment and practice teaching hours and increase the proportion of credits, and focus on teaching practice and theory of the experimental content system seamless on the ground, to ensure that will improve the students' ability of information acquisition, information processing and analysis capabilities, application ability, innovation ability, management ability and communication ability through on the whole. The flexibility and balance of the course system and teaching model is as following. In practical operation, we can flexibly choose the theory course and practical course, and make a balance between theory and practical for different training objectives such as making science research in scientific research institutions and universities or employment in company.
Summary
Flexible training is a new type of personnel training mode. In this paper, we propose the flexibility and balance mode of the course system and teaching model for bioinformatics direction in the agricultural information. The purpose is the training of bioinformatics direction in the agricultural information becomes a flexible system. The focus on optimizing the knowledge structure, strengthening practice, balanced operation training in all aspects of the program; people-oriented, both research and practical 6th International Conference on Management, Education, Information and Control (MEICI 2016) ability, to improve the agricultural information technology in the field of professional master's degree of learning ability, practice ability and innovation ability.
With the study on the talent flexible training mode, we can learn bioinformatics direction in the agricultural information more easy, and research science problem with bioinformatics method more convenient in the future.
